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The shortcoming in the expression of approximated negative ions current to negatively charged dust
grains in the case of streaming negative ions distribution by Mamun and Shukla @Phys. Plasmas 10,
1518 ~2003!# is pointed out. Improved estimation in dust grain charging current in the retarding field
is presented in the case of streaming dusty plasmas, where the particles streaming velocity is much
larger than their thermal velocity. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1607322#In a recent paper, Mamun and Shukla1 have presented an
investigation on the role of negative ions on negatively
charged dust grain surface potentials in dusty plasmas. The
negative ions are thus in the retarding sheath potential of the
dust grain. Two types of negative ions distributions are con-
sidered: ~1! streaming negative ions and ~2! Boltzmannian
negative ions. This investigation is important in the trend of
current progress of dusty plasma physics. However, in the
derivation of negative ions current to the dust grain @Eq. ~3!
of Ref. 1#, when the negative ions streaming velocity (vo) is
much larger than the negative ion thermal velocity (v thn),
they have ignored the lower limit of the integration of par-
ticle velocity. This lower limit of integration is A(2qfd /m)
and is the minimum velocity of the particles, which is needed
to reach the dust grain by overcoming the retarding sheath
potential of the dust grain. The quantities q and m are the
charge and mass of the particles, respectively, and fd is the
dust grain surface potential. Mamun and Shukla1 have shown
that at the dust grain surface, the ratio of A(2qfd /m) and
v th5(A(2kBT /m)) for electrons, i.e., uefd /kBTeu.2. In
low temperature laboratory dusty plasmas, negative ions may
be multiply charged ~Zne! and their temperature (Tn) is
much lower than the electron temperature (Te).2 Here, Zn is
the number of charge. Therefore, for negative ions the ratio
becomes uZnefd /kBTnu@uefd /kBTeu. A condition for the
velocity of streaming negative ions can be written as
A(2qnfd /mn).v0@v thn . According to this condition, all
the streaming negative ions with vo@v thn cannot graze the
dust grain by overcoming the retarding sheath potential of
the grain. Therefore, the lower limit of the velocity integra-
tion for negative ions is important even when vo@v thn . Our
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Downloaded 09 Feb 2009 to 130.158.56.122. Redistribution subject toobjective here is to present the dust grain charging current in
a streaming dusty plasma (vo@v th) considering the lower
limit of velocity integration in the retarding sheath potential
of the dust grain.
Dust grain charging currents for the nonstreaming and
streaming dusty plasmas are derived considering the proper
limit of velocity integration (A2qfd/m to ‘! in the retard-
ing field. In the nonstreaming dusty plasma, the obtained
result is exactly consistent with other results.1,3,4 If the par-
ticles streaming velocity is arbitrary, then the dust grain
charging current expressions are much more complicated.5
However, in the limit vo@v th , the approximate expression
of particles current to dust grain can be readily obtained by
integrating over function distributions. In this limiting case,
we have obtained improved expressions of dust grain charg-
ing current compared to Eq. ~3! of Ref. 1 in a retarding field.
Finally, particles currents are derived in the nonstreaming
and streaming dusty plasmas when the limit of velocity inte-
gration is extended from 0 to ‘. Dust charging current inte-
gral in the retarding field becomes the current integral for the
thick sheath accelerating field when the limit is extended
from 0 to ‘.6 The particles motion to dust grain is then said
to be orbit limited ~OL!. The obtained current expressions
are exactly consistent with other results in the case of OL
motion of particles in the accelerating field.3,4 These suggest
that our model for the derivation of dust grain charging cur-
rents in the case of nonstreaming and streaming dusty plas-
mas is correct from both the mathematical and physical
points of view.
To derive expressions for charged particle currents (I) to
dust grain as a function of fd , we have considered a spheri-
cal dust grain immerged in plasma. In this derivation, we
have taken advantage of the procedure in the deduction of
electric probe formulas proposed by Medicus7 and, more-
over, have followed the book in Ref. 6. The current to the5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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given by
I5pqE pg2v f ~v !dv , ~1!
where ppg
2 is the ‘‘collision’’ cross section of the spherical
dust grain for particles with the velocities v . pg is the impact
parameter of a particle which grazes the dust grain and f (v)
is the velocity distribution of the particles.
The impact parameter pg for which the particles reach
the dust grain is given by6
pg
25rd
2~122qfd/mv2!. ~2!
In the retarding field, the particles with pg5rd reach the dust
grain, provided their velocity is in the following range:
v>~2qfd/m !1/2. ~3!
Using the velocity limit @Eq. ~3!# and the value of pg @Eq.
~2!#, we get the current to dust grain in the retarding field
from Eq. ~1!,
Ir5prd
2qE
(2qfd /m)1/2
‘
~122qfd/mv2!v f ~v !dv . ~4!
We now apply the result @Eq. ~4!# to Maxwellian distribution
of particles,
f ~v !54pno~m/2pkBT !3/2v2 exp~2mv2/2kBT !, ~5!
where no is the density of the particles.
The straightforward integration of Eq. ~4! yields the
charged particles current to dust grain in the retarding field,
Ir5prd
2qno~8kBT/pm !1/2 exp~2qfd/kBT !. ~6!
This equation is exactly consistent with other results,1,3,4
which are the dust grain charging current due to electrons
when the dust grains are negatively charged.
Now we consider that the lighter charged particles are
streaming with respect to dust grain with a speed vo , where
vo@v th . In this limiting case, the particles current to dust
grain in retarding field of Eq. ~4! becomes
Irs5prd
2qS 12 2qfd
mvo
2 D voE(2qfd /m)1/2
‘
f ~v !dv . ~7!
The Maxwellian distribution of Eq. ~5! can be used for Eq.
~7!, since in the limit vo@v th , the distribution function
would have a circular contours displace form the origin
by vo .
The particles current to dust grain in the retarding field
for the streaming particles, (vo@v th), is then obtained from
Eqs. ~5! and ~7!:
Irs5prd
2qnovoS 12 2qfd
mvo
2 D S 4kBTpqfdD
1/2S 11 qfdkBT D
3expS 2 qfdkBT D . ~8a!
Now, we consider the two limiting cases uqfd /kBTu.1 and
uqfd /kBTu,1, then Eq. ~8a! becomesDownloaded 09 Feb 2009 to 130.158.56.122. Redistribution subject toIrs’prd
2qnovoS 12 2qfd
mvo
2 D S 4qfdpkBT D
1/2
3expS 2 qfdkBT D , when UqfdkBTU.1, ~8b!
and
Irs’prd
2qnovoS 12 2qfd
mvo
2 D S 4kBTpqfdD
1/2
,
when UqfdkBTU,1. ~8c!
Equation ~8! is the improved approximated dust grain charg-
ing current by streaming charged particles, vo@v th , in the
retarding sheath potential of dust grain.
Dust charging current integrals in the retarding field
@Eqs. ~4! and ~7!# become the current integrals for the thick
sheath accelerating field when the limit of velocity integra-
tion is extended from 0 to ‘.6 The particles motion to dust
grain is then said to be orbit limited ~OL!. Thus, following
the same procedure as before, particles current to dust grain
in nonstreaming and streaming dusty plasmas with this limit
~0 to ‘! can be derived, which are, respectively,
Ia5prd
2qno~8kBT/pm !1/2~12qfd/kBT !, ~9!
Ias5prd
2qnovo~122qfd/mvo
2!. ~10!
The obtained current expressions are exactly consistent with
other results in the case of OL motion of particles to dust
grain in an accelerating field.3,4
In summary, we have derived the dust grain charging
current expressions in the retarding field for the nonstream-
ing dusty plasma @Eq. ~6!# and for the streaming dusty
plasma when vo@v th @Eq. ~8!# considering the proper limit
of velocity integration (A2qfd/m to ‘!. In the nonstream-
ing dusty plasma, the obtained result is exactly consistent
with other results.1,3,4 In the streaming dusty plasma, im-
proved approximated dust grain charging current of Eq. ~8! is
obtained.
Finally, particles currents are derived in the nonstream-
ing and streaming dusty plasmas when the limit of velocity
integration is extended from 0 to ‘. Dust charging current
integrals in the retarding field @Eqs. ~4! and ~7!# become the
current integrals for the thick sheath accelerating field when
the limit is extended from 0 to ‘.6 Then the particles motion
to dust grain is said to be orbit limited ~OL!. The obtained
current expressions @cf. Eqs. ~9! and ~10!# are exactly con-
sistent with the other results in the case of OL motion of
particles to dust grain in an accelerating field.3,4 These sug-
gest that our model for the derivation of dust grain charging
currents in the retarding sheath potential of the grain in the
case of nonstreaming and streaming dusty plasmas is correct
from both the mathematical and physical points of view. The
current expression @Eq. ~10!# for streaming dusty plasma in
the accelerating field is similar to Eq. ~3! of Ref. 1, but four
times lower than Eq. ~3!. Probably, the factor 4 in Eq. ~3! of
Ref. 1 is a mistake. Equation ~3! of Ref. 1 is the negative
ions current to negatively charged dust grain. Thus, Mamun AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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accelerating field to the case of the retarding field.
Therefore, the improved approximated dust grain charg-
ing current of Eq. ~8! due to charged particles, in the case of
the retarding sheath potential of dust grain, should be used to
understand the role of negative ions—low temperature and
highly charged heavy particles compared to electrons—in
dust charging related physical phenomenon in streaming
dusty plasmas, where vo@v th .
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